
Today, payers and other stakeholders are demanding 
more (and more robust) real-world evidence (RWE) 
of a drug’s effectiveness and benefits. It’s understood 
that randomized clinical trials (RCTs), designed for 
regulatory approval, don’t provide a true picture of 
what happens in the real world. The Catch-22 is that 
payers would like RWE before they place a product 
on a formulary, or incorporate it into guidelines, but 
such evidence is difficult to collect unless and until a 
product is widely available and utilized. Consequently, 
companies all too often don’t have adequate RWE at 
the time their drug is approved, and must scramble, 
post-approval, to fill evidentiary gaps.

Sometimes, they can scramble for years. 

This clearly is inefficient, and costs companies 
valuable time in the market, leading to lost revenue 
that can never be recovered. 

The RWE landscape is complicated. The volume and 
sophistication of secondary data from healthcare data 
assets (HDAs) – including national or disease-spe-
cific patient registries, electronic health records 
and electronic medical records (EHRs and EMRs), 
biobanks, longitudinal health insurance claims data, 
national surveys, and hospital utilization data – has 
increased dramatically over the last decade. However, 
successfully integrating healthcare data assets 
into your evidence generation plan can reduce your 
scrambling costs, and improve your case for payers 
and other stakeholders. 

So why doesn’t everybody do it?

Because while companies often can identify what 
data they need to fill the gaps from clinical trials, 
finding, accessing, and validating it is not so easy. For 
example, which types of healthcare data are credible 
and reliable? Can different sources really be combined 
(with interpretable results)? Are expensive new studies 
needed to answer some questions?

There is no such thing as a perfect evidence package 
as there are always trade-offs between time, cost, 
and utility. However, every good RWE evidence 
strategy must address three critical factors: product 
differentiation, clinical outcomes in the real world, 
and evidence gaps that may crop up suddenly. At 
PAREXEL, we advise our clients to meet these 
requirements by:  

1. Mapping an evidence strategy 
2. Leveraging secondary data assets 
3. Conducting hybrid studies

1. MAPPING AN EVIDENCE STRATEGY

A coordinated plan that integrates prospective 
clinical trials and secondary HDAs should begin with 
a thorough assessment of the current landscape, 
including payers, providers, regulators, and existing 
products. In competitive markets, this is especially 
important. 
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For instance, PAREXEL recently completed a 
landscape assessment for a client with a new immu-
no-oncology product. Immuno-oncology has become 
a hotly contested arena for R&D. Some Wall Street 
analysts have said that collectively cancer  
immunotherapy drugs could achieve annual sales 
of tens of billions of dollars. Not surprisingly, new 
players are rushing to enter the space. As a result, 
our assessment focused on the current clinical 
treatment setting, our client’s product’s differentiat-
ing features, overall market dynamics for the sector, 
and projected evidence gaps. 

To determine evidence requirements, we researched 
patient population characteristics, conducted a 
systematic literature review, and assessed current 
data packages (for already-approved immuno-on-
cology drugs). We analyzed resource utilization, and 
studied defensible endpoints, such as quality of life 
(QoL), and clinical outcome assessments/electronic 
clinical outcome assessments (COAs/eCOAs).

Once we completed the landscape assessment, we 
identified the gaps. Our client’s immuno-oncology 
drug produced exceptional response rates, and was 
well tolerated, but it was entering a crowded market 
with many competing players close to launching 
their products. Even though our client’s product was 
on track to reach market first, we recommended 
evidence strategies that would differentiate their drug 
from competing products and support a value story 
for its use in multiple indications, as its mechanism 
of action was relevant in many types of cancer.

After identifying the data requirements, we 
assessed whether any HDAs were available with the 
information needed to fill gaps, such as incidence, 
or prevalence rates of certain cancer indications. At 
the same time, we discovered that survival data was 
not available in the key markets our client wanted 
to enter. Therefore, filling the evidence gap would 
require that our client conduct a prospective observa-
tional study.

Finally, we developed a communication plan that 
could be stored in the company’s global value dossier 
(GVD), electronically accessible to all internal project 
teams, among them medical communications, 

regulatory, and market access. The plan included 
a detailed submission calendar for abstracts and 
manuscripts based on annual congresses, and the 
data’s expected availability.

2.LEVERAGING HEALTHCARE  
DATA ASSETS

The first step to take advantage of these data sources 
is to determine where they are. PAREXEL combines 
its experience from previous engagements with 
literature reviews to see what sources others have 
used, as well as to scan commercially available 
information. Fortunately, search tools and data asset 
libraries are improving constantly, reducing the time 
required to find the needed data. 

The next step is to assess the data’s quality and 
relevance. In the world of HDAs, you don’t know what 
you have until you examine it up close. PAREXEL has 
learned that data from the health records of some 
of the best registries in the world cannot always be 
used for valid statistical analyses. Indeed, secondary 
data sources often have serious shortcomings, such 
as missing data, or a lack of interoperability due to 
non-standardized formats or data points. Sophisticat-
ed analytical techniques can determine the strengths 
and weaknesses of various data sets, and help find 
solutions by combining different ones. 

Advances in informatics, such as  

cloud-based computing

New technologies (mobile health  

devices, social media)

The steep uptake of EMRs

The availability of robust secondary data 

platforms,such as the patient registries 

maintained by Nordic countries (that can 

be accessed directly via petition to health 

authorities)

Healthcare data assets are increasingly 
accessible due to:



The final step is turning the HDAs into a compelling 
value story. This requires the ability to deal with 
voluminous and disparate data sources. For example, in 
the current healthcare environment large epidemiology 
studies using population databases are in high demand, 
and the number of healthcare databases available 
to researchers worldwide is exploding. Increasingly 
complex research questions require researchers to 
locate the appropriate source from amongst hundreds, 
and understand the specific nature and characteristics 
of each; that is, their data rigor, the degree of risk for 
spurious results, country- or region-specific standards 
of care, and the timeliness of the data, among other 
factors.

3. CONDUCT HYBRID STUDIES

RCTs remain the gold standard for regulators, but 
agencies increasingly look for hybrid studies combining 
various trial designs with secondary data. For example, 
the European Medicines Agency (EMA) is actively 
promoting a gradation of evidence generation from 
clinical trials alone to a mix of evidence. The agency has 
advocated for using RWE to support lifecycle product 
development and monitoring, and to improve regulator 
and national payer decision making. 

In some cases, the EMA is inviting payers to sit in on 
early scientific advice sessions with sponsors. That’s 
important, because the evidence collected in a Phase 
III trial should be relevant to payers. Similarly, the FDA 
reportedly is working on new guidelines for using RWE 
to support benefit-risk assessments for new medical 
products.1

Leveraging EMR and claims data alongside traditional 
primary research reduces the burden of data collection 
from investigative sites, and drives cost savings. In fact, 
recently PAREXEL analyzed the potential cost savings 
of conducting a payer-mandated Phase IV randomized, 
active control trial in 1,049 overactive bladder patients, 
at 100 sites, using hybrid data collection techniques. 
We calculated that the capture of selected data points 
(demographics, prior and concomitant medications, 
and so on) through EMRs and claims data could 
save as much as 20% when compared to traditional, 
prospective-only research methods.

Site monitoring and data cleaning costs also can be 
reduced through use of EMRs, to the extent permitted 
by applicable law, including advance informed patient 
consent and privacy regulations. Obviously, some 
data elements, such as adverse events, will always be 
collected prospectively. In order for hybrid studies to 
be valid (and accepted by regulators and payers), it’s 
critical to determine which data can be captured at sites 
(that is, primary endpoints, adverse events), and which 
can be collected via EMRs. 

HASTE DOES NOT MAKE WASTE

In the ever-evolving healthcare landscape, stakeholders 
are demanding more RWE, and more RWE is becoming 
available. That should mean that the demand should 
be easy to satisfy. It isn’t because the RWE is often 
fragmented, and rarely collected for the purpose for 
which a developer will want it. 

Bridging the gap between what’s needed and what’s 
possible is never easy, but those companies that move 
up the learning curve the fastest will gain a distinct, and 
perhaps enduring competitive advantage.

1 FDA Voice, December 2015, entitled ‘What we 
mean when we talk about data’
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